WHY ACM?
ACM offers academically strong and culturally immersive programs, which are grounded in the liberal arts and sciences, with several distinguishing features:
• Opportunities to pursue your individual interests through independent study projects, hands-on research, and internships
• Small program size, with close faculty mentoring and distinctive opportunities
• Place-based learning that encourages community and cultural engagement
• A long history of students from your college participating in ACM programs, with academic credits that transfer and ease in the use of Financial Aid

CAMPUS APPLICATION PROCEDURES
1. Complete the Knox Application for Approval to Study Off-Campus, which gives you permission to study off-campus. This is available at studyabroad.knox.edu.
2. Complete the ACM application for the program in which you hope to participate. Applications can be found on the ACM website at www.acm.edu/apply.
3. If you have any questions about the application process, please speak with someone from Knox’s Center for Global Studies.

CAMPUS APPLICATION DEADLINES
February 1, 2015 - Deadline for pre-approved off-campus study programs for the 2015-16 academic year

FACULTY PROGRAM ADVISORS
Botswana - Daniel Beers
Brazil - Katie Adelsberger
Chicago Program (Arts) - Lynnette Lombard
Chicago Program (Entrepreneurship) - John Spittell
Chicago Program (Urban Studies) - Duane Oldfield
Costa Rica - Karen Kampwirth
Florence - Nick Regiacorte
India - Michael Schneider
Japan Study - Mat R. Matsuda
Jordan - Danielle Fatkin
London & Florence - Lynnette Lombard & Nick Regiacorte
Newberry Seminar - Gregory Gilbert
Oak Ridge Science Semester - Tom Clayton
Shanghai - Weihong Du
Tanzania - Jennifer Templeton & James Mountjoy

CENTER FOR GLOBAL STUDIES STAFF
Robin Ragan - Director, Center for Global Studies
Le'Passion Darby - Coordinator, Center for Global Studies

STUDENT CAMPUS AMBASSADORS
Khadja Boussen - kboussen@knox.edu (Jordan, Fall 2013)
Zoe Marzluff - zmarzluf@knox.edu (India, Fall 2012)
JinJie Song - jsong@knox.edu (Chicago Program, Spring 2014)